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fntroduction

In mathematics, the concept of set are often used. Students learn
some form of set theory at all levels of mathematics from primary
school through secondary and at the university level. In general, a
set is any well defined collection of objects. These objects are
called elements or rnernbers. In our daily experiences, the
concept of set are widely used such as the following:

A set of all blue balls
A set of reference books
A set of computer accessories
A set of fruits in Malaysia

In Mathematics you might have used the concept of set in the
following:

A set of solutions of a quadratic equation
A set of irutegers
A set of coordtnates

Ai lhe end of this chopter, you wiil be cble to:

l) Write o given set in two woys ond describe ihe word set.

2) ldentify well-defined sels, finite sels, infinite ond counloble sets.

3) Use the proper symbols such os {},e,c,u.n correctly.

4) Determine the subsets ond proper subsels of o given set.

5) Drow Venn diogroms to show the relotionship between sets.

6) ldentify o universolsel ond find the complement of ony set
contoined in some universolsef.

7) Find interseclion ond union of two or more sef.

B) Use Venn diogrom to solve mothemoficol questions which
involved sets.

9) ldentify severol properf ies in set such os reflective, distributive,
qssociqlive, identity, inverse property.

10) Deiermine the Corlesiqn product (A x B) of sets,
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A set can be written by describing it or listing or naming its

elements. Braces, { } are used to enclose the members of a set

when we list them. Note that the only correct fence or

enclosure is braces, not parentheses, ( ), o" brackets, [ ]. Sets

are denoted by capital letters such as A, B or C. The listing of

the elements in a set are represented by iowercase letters such

as e a, b or c and it separated with comas, The same elements

are not going to be repeated again. For example a set of

numbers such as,{ 1,2,3,4 } forms a set and the listing of the

elements in a different order does not change the set. We could

also write the set as { 3,2,1,4 }.

Examples of sets

Example: X is a set of prime numbers that are less than 10

X - { prime numbers that are less than 10} = 1 2,3,5,7 )

Example: 3 = { x:15<x<24,x is an odd number} = { 17,19,21,23\

:,. A={a'b'c'd'e}

Well-defined set

A set must be well-defined so that the elements in a set can

be determined. Well-defined means that it is possible to decide

if a given object belongs to the set or not.

Example:

a) Set of students wearing spectacles in the Mathematics

class is well-defined and the elements are easily determine.

b) Set of hardworking students in the Science class is

impossible to be defined clearly because the definition of

hardworking is subjective and therefore we will not be able

to determine the elements for this set.
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c) p = { triangle, square, pentagon, hexagon }.

A set of polygons that have less than 7 sides.

d) Q={6,9,12,15,78}.

As set of integers multiple of B between

inclusively.

iv) R-{17, 19,2I,23).

A set of odd numbers between 1b and 2b.

1. To represent a set.

Exarnple:

i) A is a set of letters in a word of STATISTICS
A={r,t,a,i,c}

ii) B is a set of even numbers between 5 and 14.
B={6,8,10,12}

2. To represent the elements of a set.

Example:
A={s,t,a,},k}

seA,teA,aeA,but2eA

6 and 18

This set is
Known as

finite set

Whof nome is
given to fhis set
of numbers?

The symbol e is read " is a member of " or " is an element of ,,. € is

read " is not a member of " or " is not an element of ".

If the set contains infinitely many elements, we use three dots ...

called ellipsis to indicate that the pattern continues indefinitely

as shown below.

Example:
N = { 1,2,3,4,...\, W = {0,1,2,9,4,... I
A = { 1,2,3,4,...98,99,100 }

we can also use an ellipsis in another manner when risting
elements in a set, to indicate that some elements are missing in
the listing for example consider the set M consisting of those

counting numbers from L0 to 50.

A = { 10,11,12,13,14,...48,49,50}
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3. Finite, Infinite and Countable Set

a) Finite Set

A set is cailed finite if it has n number of elements, where n e
N. A set which is not finite is called an infinite set or it has

infinite number of elements.

Example:

i) M is a set of days in a week.

Finite set.

ii) P = {x: x is a number of rivers on earth}

Finite set.

iii) Y is a even positive integers.

Y = { 2,4,6,8, 10,........}

Infinite set.

iv) I is an interval unit of real numbers.

I={x:0<x31}
Infinite set.

b) Countable Set

A set is countable if it is a finite set or the set can be arrange in a
particular pattern. Using the above examples,

(i), (ii) * countable set

(iii) - infinite countable set

(iv) - not countable set

Example: A is a set of months in a year - finite set, countable set

B is a set of odd positive integer - infinite set

Note that the
I dots in the:Vehh,

DiagignrS aie use
to reprasent the
,elements
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4. Set Representative with Venn Diagrarns
A set can be representing with a venn diagram where every

element in that set will be located in a closed diagram. The

diagram usually in hn oval shape, rectangle or circles (we can

also use other closed shape diagrams).

Example: S={1,3,5,7} Example: P ={p,q,r,s}

5. Number of Element

If a set A has distinct element (ne N, then n is called the

cardinality or the number of element of A and is denoted by

n(A) o" lA I .

Example : State the number of elements in each of the
following sets:

a) A={2,3,5,7,7I,\2)

b) B={vowelletters}

c) C - { months in a year which have 31 days }

Solution:
a) n(A) = 6

b) B={a,e,i,o,u}

n(B) = 5

c) C - { January, March, May, July, August, October, December }

n(C) = 7

6. Empty Set

An empty set or a null set is a set that has no element at all.

An empty set can be represented as A or {).
Example:

A = { A set of odd numbers which can be divided with 2 },
. A -1\tt

,;ffi;*,
tharlef,ter, n,iS trsed, lo
represent the number
of,igJe;nenii'' rr '

Ihe number of
ele&ffi'bf.:lrr..:'
i nteigrireiidi{tAff r:il

unioiiff ::tlriei.Sa+Er:'t:'i
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L= {1,2,3,4}
1= {t,Z}

The elements
outside con

produce another
set.

q

.-4

.0

,

Example:
, ==Vonth that has 32 days l

7. Equivalent set

2 sets A and B are the same set if both set A and B have the same

elements.

A = B if and only if A q B and B c A

Example: A= {2,4, 6, 8 }

B = {2,9,6, 4}

Example:

Given X - { 15,20,35,60,75 }

Y = {75,20,35,15,2*m }

If X = Y, find the value of m.

Solution : Every element in X is also an element in Y and vice versa.

So, 2*m=60
m=60-2=58

8. Universal Set, I

IJniversal set is a set that contains all elements in the discussion.

The symbol for universal set is !. In a Venn diagram, universa] set

is represented by rectangles.

Example:
6 = { a}l positive integers }

4 ={all perfect square less than70}= { 1,4,,9,!6,25,36,49,64ir

Example: State one possible universal set for each of the foilowing set:

Solution:

a) { hibiscuis, orchids, jasmine }

b) { Malaysia, Brunei, Singapore, Indonesia }

a) (= {types of flower}
b) (= {countries in South East Asia}

Example: Show the following sets by using a Venn Diagram.

\ : { x is an integer and x2 <25 }
A = { x is an odd integer and x2 s 25li

Solution: Then, 1 = { -5,-4,-3,-2,-7,0,I,2,3,4,5}

@o = {2,4,6,8}
B = {?,8,6,4, t0}

IsAandBeguivolent?

A = { -5,-3,-1,1,3,5}
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9. Relationship between universal set with set and
Venn Diagram.

Example :

\={a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h}
A={b,d,e,h}

10. Complementary set

Complementary set for set A in a universal set I is a set that

contain ali elements of I which not elements of A. The symbol

use is A', where

A'={x:xef,xeA}
Example:

i) €={3,4,5,6,7,8,9}
A={3,5,7,9\
A'-{4,6,9}

b
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Ac.A

A is improper subsef of A

AcB
A is proper subset of B

lution : € = { 0,I,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 }

a) P={1,4,9}, so

b) Q={1,3,5,7,9},

c) R={3,6,9}, so

c) R'

P' = {0,2,8,b,6,2,g }

so Q' = {0,2,4,6,8}

ft' = {0, 1,2,4,5,7,8}

Set

Example : Given 6 = { numbers which are less than 10 }

P - { perfect square numbers }

q = { odd numbers }

.and P={multipleofS}
List down the elements for set

a) P' b) Q',

11. Subset(sorc )

set A is subset of set B, if all elements in A are also elements in set B.

This reiationship can be written as A cB. A cB means if xeA, therefc

xeB.

c -- improper subset

c -- proper subset

d -- not a subset

Example : { 1,2,4,7 ) c {1,2,4,7,9 }

A set can be represented by a Venn Diagram. The shapes of the

diagrams could be of any form as long the lines are connected,

Example : Draw a Venn diagram to represent each of these.

Solution:

a)P={oddnumbers}

Q - { real numbers }

b)A={vowelletters}

3={alphabets}

a)PcQ b)AcB

a
P

ffi
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12. Subset for a set.

Null set and the set itself are subsets for a given set. The

number of possible sub'sets for a set with n element is 2*.

Example:

1. State the number of subset for following set.

a) A={2,3,6}

2. State all possible subsets for each of the following sets:

a) P={0,1}
b) Q={3,5,7}

rililf Solution:

1. a) The number of subsets for A = 23 = 8

2. a) Subset for P are A,{0 },{ 1 } and { 0,1 }

b) Subset for Q are A,{3),{5),{7 },{ B,b },{ B,Z ),{5,7 }, and { 8,b,7 }.

Example:

i) X={i,j}
The subsets for A are:

A, {i,j}, {I}, {j } - 4subsets.

ii) A={x,y,z}
The subsets for A are:

A, {* }, { y }, {r), { x,y },{ x,z),{y,z}, {x,y,zI. B subsets
,l1f1:,..riit &lir*,,,,.

Sets with n elements have 2o subset.

Example: M={I,2,3,4)
Number of subsets for M = 2a - 16

The subsets are:

a, { 1 }, {2 }, t3}. t4 }, {r,2}, { 1,3 \, 11,4}, I 2,3 },

{2,4}, { 3,4 }, {1,2,31, {1,2,4}, { 1,3,4 }, {2,3,4\,

{7,2,3,4}.
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13. The difference between e and c

The usage of the wrong symbols signifies the misunderstandin

of the wrong concept underlying it. For example the wron

usage of the' symbol e and c.

€ represent the element of a set while c represent the subst

of a set. For example if P = {a, b }, therefore aeP, beP, {a} c

and ft) c P.

Example:

Let A -- {1,2, 3, 4, 5,6 }, B = {2, 4,5 } and C = {1, 2,3, 4, 5\

Then,BcA,BcCandCcC
But AcB,AcCandCqB.

t4, Intersection (n)

Intersection of 2 sets A and B is a set which ail elements is

common elements for set A and B.

AnB = {x I xeA and xe B}

Example: A= {u, e, i, o, u} B= {a, b, c, d, e}

AnB=la,e)

Example: GivenP= {a,b, c, d, e} Q={*, f, g, h} R = {a, b, f, g

List the elements for set

a) PnQ b) QnR c) PnR

Solution: a)PnQ={e}
b)QnR={f,e}

c) PnR: { a,b }

16. Interseotion represented by Venn diagram

AnBcA andAnBcB

i*-***-*:'**'']*:
i WtlV is this
] incorrect?

1

i
I

I

.. l

s**ffirwi

:*r

(AnB)cAandAnBcB

wi
A^rB=8
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Example :

1. Given ( = { integers between 20 and 87\

A-{multipleof Z}

B = { complete square numbers }

g = { odd numbers }

List the elements of

a)A

b)B

c)c
Solution:

d) AnB

e) AnC

f) BnC

ffi4ffi 2.

ew
*t3

E= {2I,22.29,.....96}
a) A- {21,28,35)
b) B={25,86}
c) Q= {21,23,25,27,29,91,88,85 }

d) AaB= A
e) AnC = {2I, Bb)
0 gr-'g = { 25 }

Given I are all triangles.

isosceles triangles )
equilateral triangles )
triangles with obtuse angles )

i) Define whether the operations below are null set or not.

a) AnB b) AnC c) BnC

ii) Show set A, B and C in a Venn diagram.

Solution:

a) AnB + Q, AoB=B
b)AnC+AQBIC=Q

{=
B_
C-
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Example:

P and Q are 2 sets and the numbers of elements are shown in the

venn diagram' Given n(\) = 25, find the value for

a) n(P') b) n( PnQ') c) n.( P'nQ')

Answers: a) L7 b) 5 c) I

16. Intersections of I set

Intersections of 3 sets of A,B and c can be represent by AnBnC.

The intersections of these three sets can be determined by finding

the set that contains all the common elements for the set'

What are the difference between

(AnB)nC, An(BnC) and AnBnC ?

@aon nou show

this by drowing the
Venn dioqram?
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Example : The Venn diagram below show the elements in set

X, Y and Z. Determine the eiements for

a) XnY b) YnZ c) XnynZ

Tny thisl

Solution : a) XnY = {0,9,10}

b)Yrfl = {3,9,10}

c) XnYnZ = {9,10}

L7. The Complement for the intersection of 2 sets

The complement for intersection of 2 sets of p and e can be

determined by finding one set which has all elements universal set

which is not element for PnQ. complement for intersection of set

P and Q can be represent by symbol (PnQ)'.

Example : Given [ = {rea} numbers that less than 10}

P - ffactors for g)

q = {multiples of 3 }

and R = {common factors for 6 and 12}

List the elements for each set below.

a) (PnQ)'

b) (QnR)'
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Solution:

\ = {0,L,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9}

P = {1,3,9}

Q = {3,6,9}

R = {1,2,3,6}

a) PnQ = {3,9}

(PnQ)'= {0,t,2,4,5,6,7,8I

b) QnR = {3,6}
(QnR)' = {0,I,2,4,5, 7,8,9}

Example: Given \ = {I,2,3,4,5,6,7,811
A= {2,3,5,7}
B = {1, 3, 5,8}

Determine
a) A' c) A'nB e) A'nB'
b) B' d) A^B'

Solution
a) A'= {1, 4, 6, 8}
b) B' = {2, 4,6,7}
c) A'nB = {1, 8}
d) 4-1$'= {2, 7}
e) A'nB'= {4,61

18. Union of sets ( u)

Intersection of 2 set is a set that every element in this set
contains in one or both set. The intersectionof2 set ofA and B
are represented by AvB, where AvB = { x I xeA or xeB }.

Example : Given P = {3,4,5,6,7,8,9}, Q = {4,6,7,8,1O,L2}
,ir,. R= {2,3,4,6,7,8,10}

Elements for
PvQ = {3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, 12}
PUR = {2,3,4,5,6,'7,8,9, 10}

QuR = {2,3,4,6,7,8, 10, 12}

a)
b)
c)
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19. Unions represent with Venn diagram

Set

A c (AuB)
B c (Au,B)
AnB= Q

AvA=A
A c (AuB)
B c (AuB)

AUB=B
A c (Ar-,'B)

B c (AuB)

20. Subset to Unions of Set

A set of A or B is a subset to set AuB that is A c

B c (At,B).

(AuB) and

b)AnB+OExample : a) AnB = O

c) A c (AuB)

21. Unions of three set

d) B c (AuB)

A union of three sets is a set, which every element contains in

one or both set or triple set given.

Example : Given A= {6,7,9,70,121

R = {-1,0,4,6,7}

3 = {3,4,5,9,10,17}

List the elements for set

a) AvBvC

Solution : a) A uB uC = { -1,0,3,4,5,6,7,9,I0,12,L71

b) Bu,Ct,D = { -L,O,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,17)

?
b

A

o @

u:q

AB

@

problam ii'1....,,',.,:,.,,,, ,,. ,,,', , ',
repraseniad btid:,;i:t:t:,::::.l

circle., . AWrvaf ues:.. ;:::.,r:::

that beldiigio: mgne.',', ;.f
thon one set will be
phced in the sections
where .thet,eir.i;iii .., . :.:,,,..

overraP.

@
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22. Difference between two sets

The difference of two sets, A and B, written as A-B, is the set

of all elements of A that are not in B, that is A-B = {xeA and

xeB).

Example: Given S={L,2,3}, B={ 1,2}, g={ 1,3}, D={2'3}'

ri:ii: Determrne:

a) A-B

b) (C-A)nD

Solution : a) A-B = {1,2,3) - t1,2 }= { 3 }

c) C-A= { 1,3 } - {1,2,3 }= {}

-'. (C-A)nD = {}n{ 2,3 } = {'1

23. Complement of union of sets

complement for unions of sets A and B can be determined bv

finding a set that contains all element in the universal set f,,

which is not elements of AuB.

Example:

Given universal set ( = {x:10 S xi-26, x are real numbers}

P = { x: x are prime numbers }

q = { x: x are numbers that have the same digits }

R - { x: x are the numbers which are the total digits equal to 8 }

List down the elements for the following sets:

a) (PuQ)'

b) (PuR)'

c) (QuR)'

Solution:
q = { 1 0, 1 1,12,!3,L4,75, 1 6, 1 7, 1 8,19,20,2}',22,23,24,25,26 }

P = { 11,13,I7,L9,23)

q= {11,22)

ft={17,26}
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PUQ - { 11,13,17,79,22,23}

(PuQ)' = { 10,1"2,14,15,16,18,20,2L,24,25,261

PUR = { 11,13,17,19,23,26}

(PuR)' = { 10,12,14,15,16,18,20,2t,22,24,25 }

QUR - {1I,I7,22,26)
(QuR)' = { 1 0, 1 2, 1 3, 1 4, 1 5, 1 6,L8,I9,2O,2L,23,2 4,25 \

24, Combination of operations on sets

Intersections and unions operations can be combine and it
follows several rules which are:

Distribution Theorem
A u(BnC) : (Auts)n(AuC)
A n{BuC) = (AnB)u{AnC)

Example:

Solution:
i)

Shade i) (AuB)nC ii) A'n(BnC)

Example:

In a class, all students taking one or more than 3 subjects: maths,
physics and chemistry are as follows:

31 students taking maths

36 students taking physics

32 students taking chemistry

2 students taking physics only

5 students taking maths only

6 students taking maths and physics only

8 students taking physics and chemistry only

Determine the number of students who are taking 3 subjects

and students who are taking chemistry only.

a)

b)

c)

s-&ftd

F
x*. ,
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Solution:

The number of students who are taking
physics is
36, so

a) x+16=36
.'. x = 20.

andz+11+20=31
,'. z=0

b) y +28=32
:.y=4

Example: Given n(A) = 18, n(B) = 25 and n(AnB) = 11

Find n(AuB) ;

olution:
ru(At-,8) = tl#.Jfl
ru(AuB) = n(A) + n(B) - n(AnB)

= 18 * 25-77
_oo
-JZ

25. Algebraic properties of set operations

The operations defined on sets satisfy the following properties

i) Commutativeproperties
a) AUB = BUA
b) AnB = BnA

ii) Associative properties

22.

a) (AuB)vC = Au(BvC)
b) (AnB)nC = An(BnC)

Distribution properties
a) Au(BnC) = (AuB)n(AuC)
b) An(B uC) = (AnB)u,(AnC)
Idempotent properties
a) AUA=A
b) AnA=A

Identity properties
a) AvO=A
b) AaA= A

Propeties of complement
a) AUA'= €
b) Ar'tA'= Q
c) (A')' = A
d) 1'=o, a'=\

De Morgan Law
a) (AuB)' = A'.)B' and (AnB)' = A'L;B'

,

I

...t
"'i

iii)

v)

vi)

vi)
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26. TheoremofSet

i) The following conditions are equivalent to A c B.
a) AnB=A
b) AUB=B
c) B'c A'
d) Ar-tB' = CI

e) BUA'= 6

ii) A=B if and only if A c B and B c A

iii) IfA c B and B c C, therfore A c C.

27. Multiplication of Set: The Cartesian Product

Let A and B be sets. The Cartesian product of set A and B,

denoted A x B is the set of all ordered pairs (two-element lists -

(a, b)) formed by taking aeA and beB in all possible ways.

AxB={(a,b):aeA,beB}
AxA={(a,a):aeA}

Example: Given A= {I,2,3 } B = { a,b }, Find A x B.

Solution: A x B = { (1,a), (1,b), (2,a), (2,b), (3,a), (3,b) }

This concept can be extented for any finite set.

[1 x Az x.....x A*= { (at,az,,..,am) : are Ar, a2e42,..,,,d*e A^}

Example:Given C = { a,b,c }and D = { a,b }. Find the vaiue of CxD.

Solution:

Given A = {1,2,3}, B = {a,b}

(a,a)

(a,b)

(b,a)

(b,b)

(c,a)

(c,b)

b

a

b

a\b

O-'-- "
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...C x D = {(a,a),
(a,b), (b,a),(b,b),
(c,a), (c,b)).

Set

Example : Given A = { L,2,3 I, B = { 2,4\, C = { 9,4,8}. Find th

valuesfor AxBxC.
Solution:

4
5

(1,2,3)
(7,2,4)
(7,2,5)

(1,4,3)
(1,4,4)
(1,4,5)

(2,2,3)
(2,2,4)
(2,2,5)

(2,4,3)
(2,4,4)
(2,4,5)

(3,2,3)
(3,2,4)
(3,2,5)

(3,4,3)
(3,4,4)
(3,4,5)

,/z -l

,/5:\

,/, +

,/5;\<
n----4

.'.A x B x C = { (1,2,3), (1,2,4), (I,2,5), (I,4,8), (1,4,4), (1,4,b), (2,2,8),

(2,2,4), (2,2,5), (2,4,3), (2,4,4), (2,4,5), (3,2,3), (3,2,4), (3,2,5), (3,4,3),

(3,4,4), (3,4,5) ).

Example:

3. LetA= { a,b }, B = {2,3\ and C = { 3,4 }. Find

i) A x (BuC)

ii) Ax(BnC)
Solution:

i) BUC = {2,3,4\

.'.A x (BuC) = {(a,2), (a,3), (a,4), (b,2), (b,B), ft,4) }.

ii) gnO = {3}

.'. A x (BnC) = {(a,3), (b,3)}
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Chapter 1 Set

PRACTICE CORNER

Given \ = { 7,2,3,...72 },

p={x'i0<2x<22},

Q = { y: y is an even number }

and g= 1z: Jz is an integer ).

a) List down the elements for the following:

b)

DP
iii) PnQ

Find

i) n(PuQ)

iii) n(PnQ'nR)

P={6,7,8,9,10 }

Q'={1,3,5,7,9,11 }

PnQ-{6,8,10}
(QuR)'- { 3,5,7,11"}

ii) Q'

iv) (QuR)'

ii) n(Q'nP)

Solutions:

1.a) i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

b) i) PvQ={6,7,8,9,10 }v{2,4,6,8,10,12 } ={6,8,10 }

.''n(PuQ) = 3

it Q'nP= { 1,3,5,7,9,11 }n{6,7,8,9,10 } ={7,9,10 }

.'.n(Q'nP) = 3

PnQ'nR ={6,7,8,9,10} n{ 1,3,5,7,9,11}n{ 1,4,9 } ={g }

.'. ru(PnQ'nR) = t

Given universal set | = FuGuJ where

F= { K,E,L,A,S }, G= { K,O,M,P,[I,T,E,R } and

J={S,E,K,O,L,A,H}.

a) List down the elements for GnJ

b) Find

i) n(FuGuJ)

ii) n (J')

iii)

2.



Chapter 1 Set

Solutions:

2. a) GnJ = { K,O,E }

b) i) n(Fu,G uJ) -12

ii) n(J') = 5

c).

The Venn diagram above shows the number of students

who are members of three different clubs, C, M, and R.

Given that the total number of students is B0 and given

that universal set 6 = CuMvR, where

C = { members of Chemistry Club },
M = { members of Mathematics Club },
R - { members of Recreational Club }.

Given the number of students in Mathematics club is more than
lhe students in Chemistry Club by 3 students.

Calculate
a) the value of x and y

b) the number of students who are members of all three

clubs.

Solutions:
a)2+4+5+ 1+x*6+y -30

18*x*y =30
x+Y =!2

4+x+1+6 =2+4+5+1+3
x*11=15
x =15*11
X =y't

(1)

(2)
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substitute (2) in (1)

xly=12
4+'y-12
y =12-4
y -8

b) KnMnR = 1

4.

Given n ([) = 30, find

a) n(P)

b) n(PnQ)

c) n(P'nQ')

d) n(PnQnR)

Solutions:

a)5
b) 2+3+4+6+ 7*x =30

22+x =34
x =8

ru(PnQ') =2*x
=2+8

x =10
c) 15

d)a

5. GivenA={3,4,5}and B={a,b}

Find AxB
Solutions:

A x B = { (3,a), (3,b),(4,a),(4,b), (5,a), (5,b) }
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Chapter 1 Set

DISCUSSION CORNER

List down all subsets for set D = { 6, 8,

In the Venn diagram below, shade the

(a) An(Bui)

&) (A^B) v(AnC)

5,3,91,

area for

J. 35 students took a test in three different subjects, Bahasa

Malaysia, English and Mathematics. 18 students passed in

Bahasa Malaysia, 13 passed in English, 17 passed in

Mathematics, 5 student passed in Bahasa Malaysia and

English, 3 students passed in English and Mathematics and 7

students passed in Bahasa Malaysia and Mathematics.

Find the number of students who passed

(a) all three test,

(b) Bahasa Malaysia only.

Given the universal set € = { x'. 12 <v ( 40, x is an integer}.

Set A = { x : x is a multiple of eight }

Set B = {x : x is a number with one ofthe digit is 4 }

Set C = {x : x is a number with its tens digit } unit digit}.

(a) List down the elements of set

ft) List down the elements of set

(c) Find n(AnB)

(d) Find ru(AuC)

4.

B

C

r.
b
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TUTORIAL CORNER

List down the elements of the following set:

a) { x : x are the prime numbers less than 50 };
b) {x:'10x2-13x-3=0}.

Given universal set [ = { January, February, March, April, May,

June ),

A - { January, March, May }, B = { February, March, April } and

Q = { January, June}. Find

a) A' d) A'nC' g) (A'uC')n(A'nC')
b) (AnB)' e) (AuB)' h) (At-,B) ur(B'nC')
c) A'nB f) (AnB)'t-.,(A'nC') i) (A'uB')n(A'uC')

GivenA= {1,2,3}, B = {1,2}, C = {1,3}, D = {2,3}, E = {1}, F= {2},

G = {3} and H = { }. Determine the following:

r)-

1.

2.

5.

6.

4. A and B are 2 sets. Multiplication of A and B is defined by:

AxB={(a,b) | aeA, beB}. If A= {I,23 } andB={a,b,c}, find

c) AxA
d) BxB

Given AuB = {7,2,3,4 }, AuC = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7 ), AnB = {2,4L

AnC = A and BnC = {1_,3}. Find A, B and C.

In a survey of 100 students, it was found that the number of stud,

who are taking a variety of courses could be listed as below:

Mathematics 45 students, Mathematics and Philosophy 8 studentr

English 62 students, English and Philosophy 9 students,

Philosophy 25 students, Mathematics and English 23 students and

all three courses 6 students. Find the number of students who took

a) Mathematics ONLY;

b) Mathematics AND English but NOT Philosophy;

c) Mathematics AND Philosophy but NOT English;

d) None of the courses given.

a) A n(BnC)
b) A-B
c) (C - A)nD

a) AxB
b) BxA

d) Au( (B - C) -F)
e) ( (BuC)nE)uH
0 (D-F)u(tr-G)

ffiwr*
W

&
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PAST YEAR QUESTIONS CORNER

1.

In the Venn diagram above, the number of elements in sets P,

Q and R are given. If the universal set f = PvQUR and

ru(PnR) = 15, find

n(PnQnR);

n(QnR');

n(PnQ').

A and B are 2 sets. Multiplication of A and B is defined as:

Ax B - { (a,b) | aeA, beB}. If A= {p,qr} and B= {2,3,5},
find

a) AxB;
b) BxB.

Given n(AuB) = /t(A) + n(B) - n( AnB). Show that:

n(AuBuC ) = n(A) + n(B) + n(C) - n(AnB) - n(AnC) - n(B nC)

+ n(A nB nC)

Given

g = { positive integers }

A={r lyz<IG\
B = {r I x areprime numbers ; x< 20)

a

a)

b)

c)

4.
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(a) List the elements of [, A and B.

(b) Find the elements of;

(i) (trnB)';

(it AUB;

(iit 6 - (AuB).

If P = { x : x are the positive integers which are less

than 5 ) and Q = { 3,4,5 }. List the elements for set

(PxQ)n(QxQ.

The registration of 150 Form Six Arts students in a

school is based on three subjects, that is Geography,

History and Economics. The following information is

shown below:

62 students for Geography

85 students for History

50 students for Economics

40 students for Geography and Historv

24 students for Geography, History and Economics

35 students for History only

12 students for Economics only

Find, how many students are taking

History and Economics but not Geography;

Geography only.

(t
(ii)

&)

rlX":

5. (a)
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ANSWERS FOR TUTORIAL CORNER

1. a) { 2,3,5,7,77,1.3,I7,19,23,29,31,37,39,41,43,47 |

b)10x2-13x-3 =0
(5x+1X2x-3)=0

x = - l.- =Z hence, { -;,
Id.tt'

2. S = { Jan, Feb, Mar, April, MaY, June }

A - { Jan, Mar, May }

B - { Feb, Mar, April }

Q = { Jan, June }

a) A'= { Feb, April, Jun }

b) AnB = { Mar} , (AnB)' = pan, Feb, April, May, June }

c) A'nB - {Feb, April}

d) C'= { Feb, Mar, April,Muy}, A'nC'= { Feb, April }

e) AuB = { Jan, Feb, Mar, April, May }, ( AuB)' = { June }

g (AnB)'u( AnC') = { Jan, Feb, April, May, June }

g) A'nC'- { Feb, Mar, April, May, Jun}, A'nC'= { Feb' April }

( A uC')n(A'nC') = { Feb, APril }

h) B'= $an, May, June), B'nC'= { MaY }

(AuB)u( B'nC') = { Jan, Feb, Mar, April, May }

i) (A'uB') = { Jan, Feb, APri}, MaY, June}

(A'uB')n(A'uC') = { Feb, April, May, June }

3. a) BnC = { 1 } =An(BnC ) = { 1 }

b)A-B={3}
c)C-A={} =(C-A)nD=11
d) B- C={2}, (B-C)-F= {},Au(B-C)-F) = { 1,2,3

e) BuC = {1,2,3}, (BuC)nE = {1}, ((BvC)nE)vH = { 1}

f) D-F= {3}, E-G= { 1}, (D-F) Bu(E-G) = { 1, 3}
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4. A= {.7,2,3} B = { a,b,c }

5. a) A x B = { (1,a), (1,b), (1,c), (2,a), (2,b), (2,c), {(B,a), (B,b), (B,c) }

b) B x A = { (a,1), (a,2), (a,B), (b,1), &,2), (b,3), (c,1), (c,2), (c,B) }

c) A x A = { (1,1), (1,2),(1,9), (Z,I), (2,2), (2,8), (8,1), (B,Z), (B,B) }

d) B x B = { (a,a), (a,b),(a,c), (b,a), (b,b), (b,c), (c,a), (c,b), (c,c) }
5. AUB = {I,2,8,4)

AuC = tI,2,3,4,5,6,7 |
AnC={}
BnC={1,8}

.'. A- {2,4\, B= {I,2,3,4}, C= {1,3,b,6,7}

AnB = {2,41

6. :i::r:r311i,..: ..i1...1 .. .. ....1 :..,r r.r..

Y=ZS- 2\=4

If x represents number of students taking Mathematics,
y represents number of students taking philosophy and
z represents number of students taking English

a) x= 45 - 35 =10 students
b) 23-6= I7
c) 18-6=12
d) Number not taking any of the courses is
100 - (10 + 35 + y + 3 I z) = 100 - 88 = 12 students

+j
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ANSWERS FOR PAST YEAR QUESTIONS CORNER

Given that set 5 = PuQu.,R and n( PnR) = 15, hence
t+(t+3)=15

t=6
a) n(PnQnR)=t*3-6+3-9

b) n(QnR')-8+4=L2

c) n(PnQ') = 21t= 8

2. a)AxB= {p,qr}x{2,3,5}
= { (p,2), (p, 3), (p, 5), (q, 2)(q, 3), (q, 5), (r,2) (r, 3), (r, 5) }

b)BxB = {2,3,5) x{2,3,5}
= { (2,2),(2, 3), (2, 5), (3, 2X3, 3), (3, 5), (5, 2X5, 3), (5, 5) }

3.
n(Aw B v C) = n(Av (B v C)): ru(A) + n(B v C) - nlA n(B v Q]
: n(A) *1"@ + n(C) - n(B r-tCSl- nlle n B) w (e nQl
n(A) + n(B) + n(C) - n(B n C) - ln(A n B) + n(A n C) - n(A n B n C)l

= n(A) + n(B) - n(B 
^ 

C) - n(A r-t B) - n(A et C) + n(A n B n C)

4. \= {I,2,3, ....)
A={1,2,3}
B = { 2,3,5,7,I1,I3,L7,L9 |

b)
i) AnB = {2,3)

(A^B)' = {L,4,5,6,7 ....}

ii) Au,B = { 1,2,3}u{ 2,3,5,7,II,13,17,19 }

= { 7,2,3,5,7, 1 1, 13, 17, 19 }

(-(AuB)
= {\,2,3,4....} - {1,2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19 }
= { 4,6,8,9,10,12,1 4,15, 16,18,20,21,22 ....\

iii)
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5.

Set

a)QxP={(3,1),(9,2),(B,g),(9,4),(4,I),(4,2),(4,8),(4,4),(S,I),(b,Z),(b,B),(5,4)}
Q x Q = { (3, B), (3,4),(8,5),(4,8),(4,4),(4 d), (b, 3), (5,4), (b, b) }

(Q x P)n(Q x e): { (3,3),(3,4),(4,3),(4,4),(5,3),(5,4) }

(b) n(€) = 1so

Econsmics

Let x be the number of students taking History and
Economics but not Geography. Hence,

x+24+16+$$=35
x =10

ii) Let z be the number of students taking only Geography.
Hence,

z+y+lg+24=62 and z+y- 22
but x +y +24+12=50

x+y -14
But x=10

v =4
Hence, z*4 = 22

z =18
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THINGS TO REMEMBER

1. $** is a collection of things (eie'x'r:*rats).

2. A set can be representing with a V*nn 1{1'10.'i'iun.

For example:

Symbol n(A) is use to show the :ela:::ah*;: *f, e,}*:rtl*ngs in set A.

&xaB*.-r. Sct can be represent by 6 or {\.
2 sets, A and B are cq*:atr sels if each elements of A are the

elements of B and vice versa.

Set B is s*b*et for set A, if all elements in B contains in set A.

This relationship can be written as B c A.

Universal Set

Complement Set

BcA

7. .I3r'*i3*:' si.rl:se { (c) and imX-r:"erpcr snhset

represented as below:

(c) can be

AcB AcA
8. {.jnir'*:r'*i:i $*t ( is a set that contains all elements in the discussio

9. {li:rNptre }:rci;rt $r:f for set A in a universal set ( is a set that

contains ail elements I which are not element in A.

10. If A is a finite set and has n elements, then {}lq: r*mil-rh*i' c*{"

s:lbg*:{,g of A is :1".

11. 
'{ni,rrrs*rt,iq:::.s 

of two sets, A and B, is a set that all elements

are common elements for set A and set B.

tl.

4.

5.

6.

A^B
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, t.pter 
1

72. ',, -i: '

elements are

Set

' , : .,,r' : :.:,,,, A,B and C is a setthat al]

common for sets A, B and C.

AnBnC

: . is a set that contains every element in one

WO
AUB AUB

:,.,. , , . t: .', .: If Aand B are finite14. The

SCtS,

15. The

then

n(A v B w C) : n(A) + n(B) + n(C) - n(An B) - n(A a C) - n(B n C) + n(A aB n C)

16., 1-,.:r::., ,',:':.:::. ,,, ,, :. is a set that every elements contarns tn

one or both or al1 three sets given.

1(a,1)

2 (a,2)

1 ft.1)

2 (b,2)

17 . , ',1 1.,',,, ., . 1,

ordered pairs

tree diagram

Example if A

(b,1),(b,2) )

AvBUC

i. . .,;: : of A and B, denoted by , ', L is the set of

formed by taking aeA and beB in all possible ways. A

can be use to produce the possible combinations-

= {a,b} and B = {7,2), hence A x B = { (a,1),(a,2),
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QUESTIONS BANK CORNER

State whether these statements are true or
faIse.

a) 4 e {L,2,3,4}
b) 8e{2,4,6,...)
c) {e,a,t,s} = {s,e,a,t}
d) 0={ }
e) {0}= A

State whether these statements are true or
false.

a) 2 6 {1,2,3,4,5}
b) D e {a,b,c,d,..-zl
c) I j=Q
d) {2,3 }= (2,3)
e) Aprii . {X lX is a month in a year}

State whether these statements are true or
false.

{a,b,c,...,x,y,2 } is a finite set
Set for students who are register for
Basic Mathematics course is finite
{0}is a null set
Equivalent set is a same set

State whether these statements are true or
false.

a) {n,a,m,e}= (m,a,n,e}
b) {a,b,c} is equivalent with {x,y,z}
c) {a,b,c,...,2)is an estimated set
d) Same set is a equivalent set

List down the eiements for each set below

Set of states in Malavsia that started
with letter P

Set of state capital in Malaysia that
started with letter K
Set of months that have 31 days
Set of months that have 30 davs

Tty these,.,.,t,l.1.r,

spstions tp:,:t:r:

help you ',:.:1,.'..

rnaerstond;111,;;,,

6otJt set;:rr,::l,i':

1.

2.

rl-

a)
b)

c)

d)

4.

5.

a)

b)

c)

d)

3€
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6. List down the elements for each
set below.

a) {yly are the days in a week}
b) {yly are the countries in

South-East Asia that started with
letter B]

c) {yly are the countries in Asia}
d) {X I X are the countries in Africa}

7. List down every elements in each
set below.

a) {xlx+2=8\
b) {111+1=5
c) {xlx+ !=2x
d) {xlx"+1=5

8. State whether these statements is
true or false.

a) {I,2}c. (7,2,3,4}
b) )cQ
c) {3,5,4}c (4,3,5}
d) {a,e}c (e,o}

9. State whether these statements is
true or false.

a) {0}cA
b) {a}= {l
c) 5 c {1,3,5,...}
d) {b,a,t}c (t,a,b}

10. State whether these statements is
true or false.

a) {2}e (2,5,7}
b) {d} e (a,b,c,...2}
c) {2}e (2,4,6}
d) {A} e (a,b,c}

11. List down the possible subset for
each set below.

a) {15,20}
b) {a,b,c}
c) {b,a,t,u}
d) {a,e,i,o,u}

Set

List down the possible subset for each set
below.

a) {1,2,3}
b) {a,b,c,d}
c) {b,a,t,u,k}
d) {m,a,n,t,i,k}

List down the possible subset for each set

a) {4,8}
b) {m,a,t,h}
c) { 1,3,5}
d)a

If U ={0, 1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9},find

a) {0,1,2}'
b) {2,4,6,81'.
c) {0,5}'
d) IJ'

If A - { m,e,t,r,i,c},find

a) {m,e,t}'
b) {r,i,c}'
c) {}'
d) {m,e,t,r,i,c }'

For each pairs below, find A n B and A u I

a) A={2,4,6,8}, B ={1,3,4,6,7}
b) A={s,u,k,a}, B ={d,u,k,a}
c) A={a,e,I,o,u}, B={a,e,i}
e) A ={m,i,s,t,e,r}, B ={p,o,s,t}

For each pairs below, find A n B and A v I

a) A ={duck, fish, turtle}, B ={bird,duck, 1

b) A ={1-,3,5,7...}, B ={2,4,6,8...}
c) A ={5,10,15,...}, B ={10,20,30,...}
d) A ={m,a,t,h}, B ={e,a,s,y}

Given
\= {2,3,4,5,6,7,8},

A ={3,5,7,8},
B={2,4,5,6,7}, find

a) A'
b) B'
c) A'n B'
d) (A u B)'

12.

10
l- tf.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.
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-!. Given

=: = {a,b,c,d,e},
A ={a,b,e},
B ={c,d,e} find

List dor,vn

a) A'
b) B'
c) A'n B'
d) (A u B)'

-- Given ( = {0,1,2,3,...,9},
\ = { L,2,3,4}, B = {3,4,5,6,7 )
C ={3,5,6,7,8}, find

List down
a) (A n B)'
b) A'n B'
c) (AnB)uC'
cl) (A u B)' n C'

-^. Given \= {0,I,2,3,...,12 },
A = {1,2,3,4,5},8 ={ 3,4,5,6,7 }
C = {3,5,6,7,8,9}, find

a) (A n B)'
b) A'n B'
c) (AnB)uC'
d) (AuB)'nC'

-.:. Given f, = {a,e,i,o,u},
A = {i,o,u}, B =ie,I,o} and
C = {a,i,o}, state true or false
for each statements below.

a) AnB=C
br AUB=€
..r BUC=€
rI) (AnB)cC

-: Given { = {m,e,n,y,a,t,u}, A ={m,e,n},
B = {e,t,u} and C ={m,n,u},state true
or false for each statements below.

Set

a) BuC=6
b) A' aB'= A
c) (A n B)'= A' .\ B'
d) (AuB)'=A'trB'

24. Given ( = {s,e,n,a,t,o,r}, A ={s,e,n}, B ={t,o,r}
and C ={s,n,r}, state true or false for each
statements below.

a) BUC=E
b) A' etB'= Q
c) (AnB)'=A'.rB'
d) (AuB)'=A'uB'

25. Draw the Venn diagram and shade the area fbr
each one below:

a) AnB
b) A'n B'
c) A'u B'
d) (A'n B')'

26. Draw the Venn diagram and shade the area
for each one below.

a) AnB'
b) A'ur B
c) A'n B
d) (A n B)'

27. Draw the Venn diagram and shade the area
for each one below.

a) An(BnC)
b) Au(BuC)
c) (AnB)vC
d) (AnB)u(AnC)

28. Draw the Venn diagram and shade the area
for each one below.

a) An(BuC)
b) Au(BnC)
c) (AnB)'uC
d) (A'n C') v B

29. Draw the Venn diagram and shade the area for
each one below.

a) (AnB)nC
b) (AuB)uC
c) (AnB)n(BnC)
d) (C'vA)nB

Ja3
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30. Use the Venn diagram to show
whether these statements below
are true or false.

a) (A n B) = (A' u B')'
b) (A u B) - (A' nB')'
c) (A v B)' = A' 

^B'd) An (B uC) = (An B) u (An C)

31. Use the Venn diagram to show
whether these statements below are
true or false.

a) (AnB)nC
b) (AuB)'=A'.tB'
c) (AnB)n(BnC)
d) Av (B -C) = (Au B) n(Au C)

32. Use the Venn diagram to show
whether the statements below
are true or false.

a) (A n B) = A't, B'
b) (AuB)'=A'.)B'
c) (A'u B)'-(A'nB')'
d) Au (B^C) - (Au B) n(Au C)

Diagram 1

33. Using Diagram 1, find the number of
elements for each below.

a) n(A)
b) ru(B u C)
c) rLG)

d) n(AnBnC)

Set

34. Using Diagram 2, find the number of elements
for each below.

a) n(B)
b) n(B n C)
c) n(\)
d) n(AwBuC)

4ts

35.

Diagra

Using Diagram 2, find the number of elements
below.

a) n(A)
b) n(B')
c) ru(BuC)
e) n(AwBuC)

By using Diagram 2, find the number of
elements for each below.

a) n(A')
b) n(C')
c) n(B n C)'
d) n(A'a B' n C')

Describe the shaded area in each of
the Venn diagram below:

36.

36.

a)

b)
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39. Use Diagram 4 to determine whether statements
below are true or false.

Diagram 4

a) zeC
b) x€(AnBnC)
c) ye (BuC)'
d) w eA'

IJse Diagram 3 to determine
nhether the statements trelow are
true or false.

Diagram 3

a) BcA
b) xe1.
c) y€E
dt (BnC)cA

Diagram 5

40. Use Diagram 5 to determine whether
are true or false.

statements below

a) LaB=A
b) xn B'
c) tsnO=0
d) ye(BnC)

Diagram 6

40


